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Internet Safety Policy 

The internet offers a wide range of exciting teaching and learning opportunities. By providing 
internet and email access for staff and work-based learners, we are signalling their intention 
to provide the best learning resources possible. However, use of the web and email in the 
training centre does create some issues that need serious consideration. 

 

Internet filtering systems  

Internet filtering systems are designed to prevent or block access to unsuitable internet 
material. Such systems form a ‘front line’ defence against the accessing of inappropriate 
material. Filtering systems come in many forms but, although they are effective tools, no 
filtering software is foolproof.  

Filtering systems must apply to email as well as to the internet in general, and should have a 
structured approach to the use of email that emphasises safety and purpose.  

In addition to one-to-one messaging, email can be used for internet chat. There are many 
legitimate chat rooms that can support and develop learning, but these should be moderated 
by instructors and/or the ISP. The learners will not have access to unregulated chat rooms. 
For examples of good practice in the classroom use of email, see the DfES Safety 
Superhighway site. 

 

Acceptable use policies 

Work-based learners, parents, employers and staff should comply SETA’s policies, and rules 
governing internet and email usage and safety should be made explicit from the outset.  

The internet contains an enormous amount of valuable material for both instructors and for 
work-based learners. As a result, it has become an important part of the educational 
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environment. However, learner’s use of the internet presents dangers that should be 
considered carefully by the key decision-makers. 

1.1 Why the internet? 

We have considered carefully our approach to the internet and the safety of our learners. 

Think about these questions when using the internet: 

 Which learners use the internet?  
 When do they access it?  
 For what is it used?  
 Where in the training centre is the internet accessed? 

Answers to these questions will enable each teacher to evaluate their internet safety 
practices and procedures. 

1.2 Good practice in internet safety 

It is advisable to display the rules prominently, particularly in computer areas. This needs to 
be done regularly with classes using the internet. In addition, instructors should raise issues 
surrounding use of the internet, including safety, with learners. 

 
1.3 Internet filtering systems 

SETA has a responsibility to filter both internet access at the training centre and any access 
that learners may be given as part of home-centre links. Internet filtering systems, which are 
software programs designed to prevent access to unsuitable internet material, give us some 
control over access. When the system is on, users cannot access or link to sites recognised 
as unsuitable. However, it should be recognised that no filtering software is foolproof and so 
a range of other safety measures should be employed. Devices that bypass SETA’s internet 
filtering systems such as Mobile Internet Dongles are strictly prohibited and should not be 
used whilst at SETA. 
 
1.4 Email 

We have a reliable filtering or mediation system in place against email abuse. As well as 
learning how to use the technology, learners should also be taught about safety issues 
associated with email. Examples of good email practice in the classroom are available on the 
Superhighway Safety site. 
 
 
 
 

http://safety.ngfl.gov.uk/
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1.5 Other safety considerations 

 
The way that technology is deployed within the training centre is also to be considered. For 
example, allowing internet access only on those computers on clear public display, or moving 
existing machines, could reduce potential problems. Limiting access to certain times of the 
day and restricting it to designated computers are other possibilities. Both can be done with 
filtering software. 
 
Images can be an excellent teaching tool. Effective use of images can make it easier to 
teach difficult concepts, can provide a stimulus for class discussion, or add visual appeal to 
an instructor’s presentation or the individual work of work-based learners. The internet can 
provide a wonderful source of images, many of them copyright free, but finding appropriate 
images can be a challenge.  
 
Many major search engines offer pre-set image searching from the homepage, often with 
safe searching options to filter results. However such searches and filters generally work on 
the basis of filename and description, and so can lead to misleading, unexpected or 
inappropriate results, sometimes of an adult nature. While you may find search engines 
image searches useful in lesson preparation, they should always be used with care and 
caution, and it is probably wise not to use them ‘live’ within a lecture room setting.  
 
An alternative to search engines is to use specialist web-based image collections – sites 
which deal specifically with key subjects such as the arts, animals, history or scientific 
concepts. These have the benefit of being closed collections, monitored and moderated by 
specialists within their field. Many now have an educational focus and provide copyright 
permissions specifically for educational use.  
 

http://safety.ngfl.gov.uk/schools/document.php3?D=d71##
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